
CHOICE & 
CONVENIENCE

Keep your customer promise

Forget unspecified delivery times and single delivery options, 
consumers now expect their purchases to be delivered when 
and where they want them. 

By providing up-to-date, available delivery options at the point of purchase, MetaPack 

Options enables retailers to build brand differentiation and loyalty with targeted and 

personalised delivery choices - including home delivery, click & collect and pick-up & 

drop-off networks. This choice and convenience empowers price and time-sensitive 

customers to find the most attractive delivery option, while the retailer ensures the best 

delivery experience with managed and optimised shipping costs. 

This dynamic, flexible and targeted approach improves conversion and reduces basket 

abandonment by offering customers personalised options, and guaranteed delivery 

dates, that suits their needs and gives them confidence at the point of purchase. 

•	 Build brand diferentiation and loyalty through delivery choice

•	 Increase conversion and reduce basket abandonment

•	 Optimise and control shipping costs

•	 Remove the integration and maintenance cost of new delivery methods and carriers

•	 Reduce calls to customer service teams by displaying actual delivery date during 

checkout

61%
of consumers say they 

have bought goods from 

one retailer over another 

because they provided 

more delivery choices

45%
have abandoned an 

online basket because 

of unsatisfactory 

delivery options

56%
of those abandoning an 

online shopping cart did 

so because the delivery 

options on offer were 

too expensive
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Deliver choice 

From standard delivery, to next day or same day pick-

up, MetaPack Options enables retailers to offer delivery 

choices for the wide-ranging needs of customers, all 

from a single point of integration. Enabling access to over 

400 carriers, and more than 4,000 services, retailers 

can control and define their delivery options in line with 

business rules and operational requirements. Adding or 

changing carriers is easy by taking advantage of existing 

and new delivery and collection methods built into 

MetaPack.

MetaPack Options enables eCommerce retailers to offer 

compelling and reliable delivery options at the point of 

purchase, based on the product details (such as size 

and weight), stock availability, destination, location and 

customer preference. Including home delivery, click 

& collect and pick-up & drop-off networks, MetaPack 

Manager enables retailers to differentiate through 

delivery by putting the delivery choice in the hands of 

the customer, while retaining complete control of delivery 

costs.

optimise Delivery

With integrated map functionality to display options 

from over 10 PUDO carriers across 100,000 European 

locations, MetaPack Options enables retailers to 

offer customers the ability to quickly and easily find 

their nearest or most convenient points. A constantly 

maintained and updated database guarantees accuracy 

for customers, while ensuring retailers meet their 

customer promise. In addition to delivery options, it 

is important for high street retailers to include store 

locations as part of their delivery proposition. To increase 

footfall in stores, and maximize truck fill for own fleet 

for store deliveries, retailers can include click & collect 

with location based collection options using address, 

postcode and ‘near me’ functionality.

customer promise

With fully configurable and reliable delivery options, the 

retailer only displays available and accurate options to 

customers before purchase, supported by a guaranteed 

delivery date. This ensures customers know exactly 

when their order will be delivered, or will be available 

for collection, and removes any uncertainty during the 

purchase process. Displaying actual delivery date during 

checkout means customers know when to expect their 

order which reduces calls to customer service teams. This 

level of detail is obtained in real-time from the MetaPack 

Platform ensuring customer promises are kept.

Display relevant delivery options  
based on configurable business rules.

Offer collection choices using integrated maps to find nearest, 
most convenient locations.
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